
CHARACTERIZE CHINESE SYSTEM OF WRITING AND LITERATURE

The history of Chinese literature extends thousands of years, from the earliest recorded These nine books therefore
became the center of the educational system. He influenced the written works of many Chinese historians, including the
works of poem or poetry, as well as its use in criticism to describe one of China's.

The past, and the stories of the people, could now be preserved through writing. The prevalent thought is that
at some point in time these symbols ceased to represent the objects they illustrate but instead came to represent
the words of the objects. Buddhist missionaries then spread these texts throughout East Asia, and students of
the new religion learned the language of these sacred texts. Maoist Era â€”76 [ edit ] After coming to power in
, the Communists gradually nationalized the publishing industry, centralized the book distribution system, and
brought writers under institutional control through the Writers Union. The earliest form of Chinese writing is
called the oracle bone script, used from to BCE. Only a few examples of its use exist in the earliest stages of
cuneiform from between and B. These two difficult periods were followed by the Anti-Spiritual Pollution
Campaign in late  So too were the works of the Confucian scholars Toegye and Yulgok in the 16th century
and Jeong Yak-yong at the end of the 18th. Recent foreign literature was translated, often without carefully
considering its interest for the Chinese reader. This was also a great age for Chinese lacquerware , jade carving
and silk fabrics. The Chinese invented the art of landscape painting as a genre, but it was never purely
descriptive, however close to reality. By it had adopted the Soviet doctrine of socialist realism ; that is, the
insistence that art must concentrate on contemporary events in a realistic way, exposing the ills of nonsocialist
society and promoting a glorious future under communism. It became a way of life, the preserve of the few,
among whom were the painters, poets and scholars, those whose art was founded on calligraphy. Classical
works of the Warring States period and Han dynasty such as the Mencius , the Commentary of Zuo and Sima
Qian 's Historical Records were admired as models of prose style though the ages. The vessels were buried
with their owners and they acquired a green, blue or red patina according to the nature of the soil. By
interpretating the pattern of the cracks, Shang court officials would make divinations of future events, hence
giving the name "oracle bones" to these animal bones. Editorial Review This Article has been reviewed for
accuracy, reliability and adherence to academic standards prior to publication. The sculpture in stone,
influenced by the Gupta style from India, displays round, swelling forms, combining Indian fleshiness with
Chinese linear rhythm. Following the expansion of Buddhist monasticism, these were to proliferate all over
the country either in stone or in bronze. Later writers sought to emulate the classical style, writing in a form
known as Literary Chinese. With the tools of the Iron Age it became possible to introduce inlaying of gold and
silver. Perhaps it already had when these symbols were incised into the pottery, which could mean that these
artifacts have writing on them, but there is no way to prove one way or another. But Ming Dynasty art is
particularly famous for its blue and white porcelain, where cobalt blue is applied on the paste under a
transparent glaze. A spirit of literary experimentation flourished in the second half of the s. Not all characters
were given a new simplified form, as these unsimplified characters were already very "simple" and involve
very few strokes. But the Kangxi Emperor and the Qianlong Emperor will always be associated with types of
porcelain known as famille-verte and famille-rose, more appreciated by Europeans than by the Chinese who
preferred subtle monochromes. In contrast to Zhou Fang's rich colourful style, the Tang artist Wu Daozi used
only black ink and free-flowing brushstrokes to produce such exciting ink paintings that crowds gathered to
watch him paint. Some art critics , however, prefer to describe Chinese art as essentially expressionist, rather
than symbolic. This made the task of the administrators easier and it provided the Chinese people with a
unified culture. The main aim of Chinese art - initially centered on propitiation and sacrifice - soon turned to
the expression of human understanding of these life forces, in a variety of artforms, including painting notably
that of landscapes, bamboo, birds, and flowers , pottery, relief sculpture and the like. The secular
tomb-paintings are even more lively; they depict powerful men and opulent women in ample robes and
theatrical attitudes, displaying a keen enjoyment of life. It implies being in harmony with nature and shuns all
dogmas and restrictive moral codes. By then the Chinese had rediscovered and brought to perfection another
of their inventions, the art of making porcelain, a hard translucent ware fused at high temperatures with the aid
of 'Chinese stone' petuntse and feldspar. Their ritual purpose and magical connotations explain the symbolic
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nature of the early decoration. This entertainment fiction would later be labeled " Mandarin Ducks and
Butterflies " fiction by New Culturalists, who despised its lack of social engagement. The shape of these
characters are often described as "pictographic", in that they resemble stylized drawings of objects they
represent. A seventh was begun but abandoned in the 10th century. The Tang fresco paintings of Dunhuang
show a dynamic brush-line and the same fullness of form in garish colours. Learn More. Therefore, it was the
role of the artist to capture the spiritual rather than the material characteristics of the object concerned. This
elegant script is the direct parent of the modern, unsimplified Chinese script. Thus overly realistic subjects
such as war, death, violence, martyrdom or even the nude, were avoided. Their most memorable artistic
contribution to the arts of the Six Dynasties Period was the official adoption of Buddhism, a religion born in
India, which had been infiltrating China for some time. Many of these themes and attitudes were also found in
Fifth Generation films of directors trained after , many of which were based on published novels and short
stories. This was the period of the Warring States about BCE , when the Zhou state had disintegrated into
contending feudal territories.


